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The 8280 Wisconsin Avenue project was reviewed by the Bethesda Downtown Design Advisory Panel
on September 26, 2018. The following meeting notes summarize the Panel’s discussion, and
recommendations regarding design excellence and the exceptional design public benefits points. The
Panel’s recommendations should be incorporated into the Staff Report and strongly considered by
Staff prior to the certification of the Site Plan. Should you have any additional questions and/or
comments please feel free to contact the Design Advisory Panel Liaison.

Attendance:
Karl Du Puy (Panelist)
George Dove (Panelist)
Damon Orobona (Panelist)
Rod Henderer (Panelist)
Qiaojue Yu (Panelist)
Paul Mortensen (Panelist, Senior Urban Designer in the Director’s Office)
Laura Shipman (Design Advisory Panel Liaison)
Robert Kronenberg (Acting Deputy Director)
Michael Brown (Area 1 Master Plan Supervisor)
Grace Bogdan (Area 1 Planner Coordinator)
Stephanie Dickel (Area 1 Planner Coordinator)
Matt Folden (Area 1 Planner Coordinator)
Gary Unterberg (Applicant Team)
Jef Fuller (Applicant Team)
Evan Weisman (Applicant Team)
Steve McDaniel (Applicant Team)
David Cermiglia (Applicant Team)
Naomi Spinrad (Member of the Public)
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Discussion Points:
•

What is the gross area of the left vs right? [strict conformance v. proposed design]
• Applicant response: A little smaller on left than right because of step-back.

•

Floor plate area of left v right?
• Applicant response: 15,000 sqft on floors on right which is already small, step
back takes off about 2,300 sqft.

•

We need proof that the floorplate doesn’t work. Show us how the labs work at the larger
floor plate v smaller.
• Applicant response: We have very small floors and we are trying to maintain the
largest floors possible. We thought this was a better design not just maximizing the
floor plate. We are trying to address the BRT ROW at the base, and we are trying to
balance all of these things. SHA has allowed us to go into the ROW above.

•

How did you address concerns about the cantilever?
• Applicant response: We did two things to refine that: retreating the end as a wing
almost so you see lightness of façade to make softer. Angled back façade to make
softer. Brought the stair back as well.

•

Why don’t you have abutting properties articulated on the plans? That would help some of
your placement and arguments.

•

Is it going to be one tenant?
• Applicant response: It will likely be multiple tenants, small and large. The column
grid will work well for lab users.

•

From what floor to what floor is the cantilever?
• Applicant response: 3,4,5 at that plane and then comes back

•

Need to test out street level vegetation to see the impact at street level. Can you bring back
the façade to the column grid?
• Applicant response: This will create a shear face if we do not step back and would
have a large impact on the design.

•

How many feet is the small building from the build to line of your building?
• Applicant response: We are about the same and then 6ft where we pull back

•

Does the adjacent building abut your building? There is a concern about the lengths of the
loading docks and congestion.
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•

Applicant response: Yes, right on the property line. We answered all the technical
questions about turning radii. It is a policing issue, where trucks will stop on the
street. In the Site Plan application, we put in a loading dock management plan to
enforce ourselves.

•

What are the materials?
• Applicant response: Stone along the base and then a screen at the top with a
filigree feeling to it. Glass at lower levels as clear as possible and glass above will
have tinting for solar.

•

I like what you are doing in terms of use.

•

This does not meet guidelines, specifically step back guidelines. The building is quite busy
and could be simpler if you pushed back the cantilever. Would be a more elegant if it was
simpler and more cohesive.

•

The podium is more defined, this is an important line. I’m not disagreeing about set back
especially since you are like the 4th in row to do this. If you were the first you might have
gotten away with it.

•

It needs simplicity to be cohesive. It is trying too hard.

•

I wonder why you decided to introduce the glass panel instead of continuing rhythm.

•

As far as setback is concerned, the substantial canopy and the two-level cantilever makes
more of an emphasis on the entrance, along with the canopy installation is better than
many we have seen up to this point. This is not a skyscraper tower, it is a modest building,
allows this building to project. Personally, looking at the guidelines setback I find this to be
a much more interesting building. The cantilever is mitigated vertically.

•

The canopy helps because it is masking the cantilever above it. I agree that you have lost
something from the first presentation. The other one held together more, this is very
episodic, the other submission held together holistically. (No, after looking at the old
submission I change my mind).

•

The west façade has discipline.

•

I think they worked well with staff on refinements since the first.
• Applicant response: The big change is on the west side. The real change here is
there is subtlety.

•

The horizontal white lines are more pronounced.
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•

The north façade may not need to be as busy and episodic.

•

I think the north bay window works well, but what is on the left is too busy, would prefer to
see more glass. The old scheme the façade was more cohesive. Need more simplification,
elegance and less fragmentation.

•

There might be a time when folks will look back on the irregular window patterns and want
to return to a more regular grid
• Applicant response: We can tone this down and create a strong language and the
rest becomes a backdrop.

•

We need to get to the cantilever issue. We need to have a definitive answer.

•

I appreciate the diagram for strict coherence. I’m ok with the variation from the guidelines,
I think 13,000 sf would be much to small a floor plate. I think this is a well-designed
project and alternative treatment is ok.

•

I can’t accept a cantilever this large. Pulling back the façade I think I like the gesture, but I
think its token.

•

I think the varying height of cantilever is positive.

•

We need to respect design guidelines, we do not want to set precedent for other applicants
coming in.

•

It’s a shame that this building followed other buildings were not nearly as successful, and
that’s why the term cantilevers r-us. I like this building. I am conflicted.

•

Shouldn’t we look at each project on its own merits.

•

We want the guidelines to be followed in a way that is positive, I do believe this project
should stand on its own, politics aside.

•

If this was one of the first projects to come to the committee it would have gone through. I
think the project does a good job of breaking down the heights along Wisconsin.

•

Vote Discussion: During the vote the panel was initially split on whether to support the
project as presented because of the large cantilever. A panel member proposed that the
applicant reduce the cantilever from 8 feet to 4 feet, and the applicant offered to accept
this compromise to garner the full support of the panel.
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Panel Recommendations:
The following recommendations should be incorporated into the Staff Report.
1. Create more simplification, elegance and less fragmentation on the facades, particularly the
north façade.
2. Public Benefit Points: Four of the panel members support the requested 25 exceptional design
points. One notes they could get to 25 points but are currently at 15 or 20 points.
3. Vote:
•
•

1 in support
4 in support but with conditions to incorporate the panel recommendation above. Two
of these panel members have an additional condition to reduce the cantilever from 8
feet to 4 feet to make the cantilever less imposing.
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East Bethesda Citizens Association
P.O. Box 41020
Bethesda, Maryland 20824
October 4, 2018
Matthew Folden
Elsa Hisel-McCoy
Stephanie Dickel
Robert Kronenberg
Montgomery County Park and Planning Department
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
RE:

8280 Wisconsin Project

Dear Planning Staff,
The East Bethesda Citizens Association (EBCA) has been following the proposed
development at 8280 Wisconsin Ave closely throughout the planning process. The block of
Battery Lane between Woodmont and Wisconsin provides an important vehicle, pedestrian,
and bike connection to our neighborhood. During Design Review and Sketch Plan approval, our
association indicated concerns with potential vehicle circulation related to delivery trucks and
service vehicles for the 8280 Wisconsin project.
EBCA, one of the oldest citizens association in Montgomery County, represents 1200
households north of East West Highway, south of Jones Bridge Road, east of Wisconsin Avenue
and west of Columbia Country Club.
We understand that a Draft Loading Management Plan for 8280 Wisconsin has been
prepared. The loading dock location and configuration will require large trucks to block one
westbound lane of Battery Lane, stop traffic, and back across the other lanes and separated
bike lane into the loading bay. We request that the loading management plan, as part of the
enforceable site plan, require large delivery vehicles utilizing the delivery bay be scheduled
between 10am-2pm, and between 7pm-7am. We also request that no parking and no stopping
be allowed along the block of Battery Lane between Woodmont and Wisconsin.
We have seen with 8300 Flats/Harris Teeter across the street, and other nearby
projects, what can happen when delivery and service vehicles are not well planned for or
accommodated on site. Delivery and service vehicles regularly stop and park along that block of
Battery Lane blocking a traffic lane and creating limited and unsafe sight lines for drivers and
pedestrians.
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Moreover, with the planned bikeway on Battery and planned BRT lane on Wisconsin it is
essential that these issues regarding loading and unloading be addressed before site plan
approval. We are concerned that these types of restrictions are a challenge to enforce and we
therefore look forward to ensuring that enforcement responsibilities are clearly articulated in
the site plan.
Finally, and on a related note, we respectfully request that the northern leg crosswalk at
Wisconsin and Rosedale/Battery be completed as soon as possible, but before construction
begins at 8280 Wisconsin. This was originally part of the 8300 Flats project. We also request
that you study the alignment of the crosswalk on the southern leg of this intersection for better
pedestrian visibility and signal timing.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any question regarding the perspectives of EBCA
on this matter. I may be reached at (202) 270-0094 or andy.ohare@yahoo.com. Alternatively,
you may reach out to Amanda Farber (amandafarber@hotmail.com).
Sincerely,

Andrew T. (Andy) O’Hare
President, EBCA
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Folden, Matthew
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Malarkey, Michael <mmalarkey@alvarezandmarsal.com>
Thursday, September 27, 2018 8:56 AM
Folden, Matthew; Hisel-McCoy, Elza
8280 Wisconsin

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Good morning,
I’m writing to respectfully ask/mandate that you require the 8280 Wisconsin developer team to install car drop
off/loading zones that do not block the street. Also I would encourage you to review the idea that would allow a truck
to perform a 3 point turn on Battery Lane to enter the now proposed loading dock in the design. That will never happen
and, as proof, would encourage you to spend a few minutes next to Harris Teeter and see how trucks block both Battery
and Wisconsin at all hours of day/night. Trucks will not both to park in the dock as designed given that there is no room
to perform a 3 point turn on Battery given the traffic volume.
We live on Maple and are consistent victim of not being able to use Rosedale to exit our neighborhood given the poor
design allowed at that intersection that does not allow for adequate traffic flow.
Regards,
Mike
Michael C. Malarkey | Managing Director
Alvarez & Marsal Disputes and Investigations, LLC
Washington Center | 1001 G Street NW | Washington, DC 20001
One Finsbury Circus | London | EC2M 7EB
O: 202.688.4262 | M: 202.255.1976 | mmalarkey@alvarezandmarsal.com
North America + Europe + Latin America + Middle East + Asia | Alvarez & Marsal Employs CPAs but is not a licensed CPA
firm.
Right-click or tap and hold here to download pictures. To help protect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
35th A nniv ersary

This message is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and
CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited.
If you have received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its attachments and notify
us immediately.
Your email address and contact information will be stored within A&M’s Customer Relationship Management platforms
(CRM) and Communication Management Systems and may be used by A&M for lawful business purposes. A&M does not
share or sell your contact information. Details about how we use your information and your rights are contained within
our Privacy Policy (click here to view our Privacy Policy).
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Hisel-McCoy, Elza
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nancy Regelin <NRegelin@shulmanrogers.com>
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 4:44 PM
Hisel-McCoy, Elza
Kronenberg, Robert; Anthony Falcone; Gary Unterberg (GUnterberg@RODGERS.com)
8280 Wisconsin Avenue - #820180230

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

On behalf of Aldon Management regarding the Bethesda Medical Building at 8218 Wisconsin adjacent to the proposed
8280 Building under consideration of the above caption Site Plan, we are providing the following update and comments
on the site plan.
Following our recent meeting with staff, Aldon has been discussing massing alternatives with the Donohoe
representative of 8280 to mitigate the impacts on 8218 and are anticipating certain plan revisions.
To that end, Aldon requests the following massing, setback, and architectural elements be included in the approved
plan:
1. At the below grade and street/first floor levels only (and only where there are no existing windows at that level
on 8218), the 8280 building can be built to the common property line in order to create a seamless street façade
along Wisconsin.
2. Where there are first floor level windows on 8218, the 8280 building should be set back a minimum 3 ft‐ 1 in.
from the common property line.
3. At the second floor and all levels above, the 8280 building should be setback a minimum of 5 ft‐ 1 in. from the
common property line.
4. On all floor levels where the 8280 building confronts the existing 8218 building with its existing windows, the
exterior façade of 8280 shall be a "finished" façade of a light color.
5. No exhaust from 8280 shall be directed into the building gap between 8218 and 8280. Building exhaust from
8280 shall be directed above and away from the air intakes for 8218.
---

NANCY P. REGELIN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
VICE-CHAIR, REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT

nregelin@shulmanrogers.com | T 301.230.5224 | F 301.230.2891
SHULMAN, ROGERS, GANDAL, PORDY & ECKER, P.A.
12505 PARK POTOMAC AVENUE, 6TH FLOOR, POTOMAC, MD 20854
ShulmanRogers.com | BIO | VCARD
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